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Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine
You could be forgiven for thinking that Australian Videocamera should be rebranded as DJI
Weekly or something for this edition.
I assure you, the fact there are so many stories in this edition only has so many DJI stories as
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a) they have released a LOT of new products of late and b) because of the plethora of holidays and what not (and some other things out of our control), promised product from other
vendors simply hasn’t turned up as yet, all of it stuck between various couriers and Australia
Post.

DJI Avata FPV Drone................................................................. 10

And forewarned, next week’s edition could be a little light too as I am going to Sydney for

Software Tutorials................................................................... 12

out, so should be interesting.

Flight Sim for DJI Drones...................................................... 14
Loupedeck CT / SideshowFX Competition.................. 15

the latest Adobe MAX convention, something I have never been invited to before as it turns

I assume there will be a swathe of announcements for upgrades and maybe new products
and so on, and hopefully will be able to let you know of these just as soon as I can.
Stay tuned to our Twitter feed (@auscamonline), Facebook page (Australian Videocamera)
and Instagram (Australian Videocamera) as well as the website (www.australian-videocamera.com) for all the latest as it happens.
Finally, don’t forget our competition to win a Loupedeck CT and SideshowFX pack of choice!
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Cover Image: Down on the south west coast of WA.
Shot with GoPro Hero 10 Black
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Take care and stay well.
David Hague
Publisher / Managing Editor
You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to
forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy,
they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please
email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY
News From Around The Industry
Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

New ACDSee Photo Studio Ultimate
2023

ACD Systems International has
launched the 2023 edition of its flagship software, ACDSee Photo Studio
Ultimate 2023. To continue elevating
the creative possibilities for photog-
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NEWS

raphers of all levels and styles, nu- also used DaVinci Resolve Studio
merous updates are included in Ul- editing, color grading, visual effects
timate 2023.
(VFX) and audio post production
software for post production.
Most notably of these are two new
Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered See here for more details
features: AI Face Edit and AI Actions, and a new Advanced Search New LUMIX GH6 Major Firmware
feature with AND/OR search caUpdate
pabilities. These features and more
enhance your suite of tools to bring The new firmware supports direct
your photographic imagination to recording and playback of video/
photo using an external SSD conlife
nected via USB. It is possible to reTo see more, click here
cord high-quality, low-compression
Apple ProRes 422 HQ (maximum
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Cam1.9Gbps) or high-bitrate, large-volume 4:2:2 10-bit All-Intra directly to
eras Used for Shooting with BMW
a USB drive (SSD) with maximum 2TB
Web Movies
capacity.
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema CamSee more here
era 4K and Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K digital film cameras were used to shoot the BMW web New Smartsond Album
movie series "with BMW,” which was Called the Epic Trailer Hybrid, approduced by the creative com- parently it is full of tracks with "heavy
pany bird and insect. Shuma, the synths, arpeggiations and blasting
director for the “with BMW” series, horns" Look here for details.

XS Wireless Digital

An instant
connection.
Wireless means never missing the moment. It
means powering on and getting straight to work.
Be it a complication-free lavaliere for the oneperson video team, a wireless mic that’s up and
running right out of the bag, or something entirely
different—it’s a quick sync and you’re good to go.
Enter the world of wireless without the burden of a
complex setup.
An all new way to capture audio.
An instant connection.
www.sennheiser.com/xsw-d

HARDWARE

Released: DJI Osmo Mobile 6

HARDWARE

Released: DJI Osmo Mobile 6
eras (and GoPros for that matter)
Timelapse, MotionLapse and HyperlLapse function are built in, as is
the ability to shoot panorama imagery and even Gesture control is
available. What I think is the best
function is the ActiveTrack 5 utility
letting you select a subject and the
gimbal will faithfully follow it. DJI says
it has improved the distance over
which ActiveTrack will work too.

age) and which of the four gimbal
modes is active. Switching between
modes is achieved by pressing the
‘M’ button.

Those DJI engineers - and their of course specialises in, that is defactories for that matter – have signed specifically for smartphones. A single button press switches between landscape and portrait.
been working overtime of late.

DJI claims to have improved the
ergonomics of the Osmo Mobile 6
and added a non-slip surface to it.

This is all driven by the DJI Mimo app
which also has a built-in editor these
days called LightCut, letting you
create social media ready footage.

Optional extras include a light
clamp, tripod and the DJI Mic which
I reviewed some weeks back.

Unlike earlier previous iterations of
In the last few weeks we have seen the genre on the market, the 3 axis
the release of the new AVATA FPV stabilized Osmo Mobile 6 is packed
drone (which just quietly is a fantas- with what DJI are calling “creative
tic little beast), the Action 3 (which I tools”.
haven’t seen in the flesh as yet) and
today, the Osmo Mobile 6 was an- For example, a built-in extension
stick coupled with a zoom / focus
nounced.
wheel lets you get some really draIf you have not been following matic and different angles that a
the DJI story, the Osmo is a gim- simple gimbal just can’t offer.
bal, something that the company
And similar to the Action camPAGE 6

A whole bunch of templates are
right there along with shooting
guides making it easy for beginners
and also – the latest buzz word – “AI
powered” editing.

They have also made it that as soon
as the phone is attached, the Mimo
app will start automatically saving
time when you need to capture
something quickly.

For portability, the Osmo Mobile 6
folds up into a small and compact
unit that will easily fit in your pocket.
The phone is held on to the gimbal
by a quick-release magnetic clamp

Pricing is pretty keen too, starting at
AUD$239.

that works with the phone in or out
You can get more info, or even buy
of a case.
online at https://www.dji.com/au/
A status panel has been added osmo-mobile-6
so you can quickly check battery
levels (rated at over 6 hours us- And we have a video here.
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Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

DRONES/ACTION CAMS

DJI Avata: First Impressions

a four-battery charger as against
The first thing that struck me all packaged neatly in place.
the single charger that comes
after opening the packaging for
There are no mysteries as to what
with the AVATA drone alone). Oh
the DJI AVATA is how tiny it was
does what, or where something
and you also need to
compared to say my
charge the separate
Air2S or the FPV!

battery via a USB-C
cable that is used for
the goggles (I prefer the term headset)
power.

The attached photo
shows this next to my
prized Nikon pen I was
given on a trip to the
Nikon factory about a
month after the Fukushima disaster, following the earthquake
and subsequent tsunami in the area.
(Astonishingly, Nikon
had the factory in
full production mere
weeks after the whole
thing).
Once again, the elegance and simplicity of the DJI packaging shines
through with everything you need
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DRONES/ACTION CAMS
This looks like serious fun, compared
to the FPV which even after a few
flights, scares the crap out of me it
is FAST!

collision which gives a modicum
of security! And of course, as I discovered yesterday, there is the DJI
Simulator to practice on.

But yeah OK, that is fun too, just
heart-in-the-mouth-will-I-crash-fun!

Check back for my AVATA full review!

On the bright side, the AVATA has You can get the manual for the DJI
prop guards and sensors to avoid AVATA here if yolu want a read.

You also get the Motion controller – a
single handheld joystick affair as against
a Playstation / XBOX
stye controller and this
needs to be charged
too.

goes to make it all work, and all that
is necessary is to charge the batteries (I also have the Fly More kit
which has an extra 2 batteries and

One
nice
touch,
which I have yet to fully work out is some attachments for
the headset – goggles – designed
to assist those, like me, who wear
glasses.
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SOFTWARE TUTORIALS
Using Red Giant Universe with Vegas Pro

Trapcode Shine and Premiere Pro

Red Giant's Universe has a multitude of uses from transitions to simulating holograms, to bokeh effects to animations and glows and lights to text effects.

Want to create a misty forrest, moody underwater scene or a dazzling sunrise
or sunset?

In fact, you could use no other plugin than Universe and still never use it to its
full extent!

Well then Trapcode Shine is just for you.Trapcode Shine is a plugin for Premiere Oro that the makers say "brings light and life into your motion graphics
and visual effects" This tutorial takes you through a typical Trapcode Shine
session as an introduction to what the plugin is capable of.

In this tutorial, you'll be taken through a\ sample of using Universe and gain
a feel for how it all comes together so you can then step out by yourself an
experiment!

The full tutorial can be viewed online here.

Have fun. The full tutorial can be viewed online here.

VEGAS PRO

PREMIERE PRO

AFTER EFFECTS

R E S O LV E

Knoll Light Factory

DaVinci Resolve Fusion

Anyone who has seen the Star Wars prequels, episodes of Star Trek Deep
Space Nine or the movies The Abyss or Pirates of the Caribbean has seen
John Knoll's work

Fusion is a part of the full DaVinci Resolve video editing package and is used
to create cinematic effects and motion using a set of 2D and 3D tools. You
can use Fusion for rimple retouching of colour or creating massive special effects as seen in movies like the Hunger Games, the Avengers ar Terminator
Genisys.

And if you look at the credits for Adobe Photoshop, you'll see his name there
too as one of the original creators.
So it will be no surprise that John Knoll's Light Factory is a staple for motion
graphics creators with After Effects.Yes he invented that too!

This is a tutorial to the basics of Fusion to get you started.
The full tutorial can be viewed online here.

The full tutorial can be viewed online here.
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TECHNIQUE

DJI Simulator Now Available for Android/Windows
Major bummer as Neil would say.

You can download the Android
(1.4GB) and Windows (3GB)) verFor quite some time if you had a DJI But quite by accident I found out
sion here. Due to the sizes they take
drone, specifically the FPV or now yesterday that DJI has quietly rea while as the DJI servers are not
the AVAT, and wanted to learn to leased not just an Android version
noted for their speediness in my exfly without the risk of crashing, you of the simulator that is designed for
perience.
could use the virtual flight simulator the AVATA but also works with the
from the DJI website.
FPV, but has also released a Win- Some useful tutorials on their instaldows version of the same!
lation and usage can be see on
With a caveat.
YouTube here and here.
Goody, goody gumdrops I say!
You had to run the simulator on iOS.

I reckon they kept this quiet …
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Click Here to go to the Competition Entry Page

